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1. General
As an institution that exists for the express purposes of education, research, and public service, the University is dependent upon
the unfettered ﬂow of ideas, not only in the classroom and the laboratory, but also in all University activities. As such, protecting
freedom of expression is of central importance to the University. The exchange of diverse viewpoints may expose people to ideas
some ﬁnd oﬀensive, even abhorrent. The way that ideas are expressed may cause discomfort to those who disagree with them.
The appropriate response to such speech is speech expressing opposing ideas and continued dialogue, not curtailment of speech.
The University also recognizes that the exercise of free expression must be balanced with the rights of others to learn, work, and
conduct business. Speech activity that unduly interferes with the rights of others or the ability of the University to carry out its
mission is not protected by the First Amendment and violates this policy.

2. Core Principle
The University is committed to tolerate all peaceful speech activities carried out upon the campus unless those activities destroy or
materially damage property, materially disrupt other legitimate University activities, or create a substantial health or safety hazard.
This policy applies to all buildings, grounds, and property owned or controlled by the University.

3. Activities
3.1. Speech Activities
Speech activities protected by this policy include speechmaking, praying, the distribution of written materials, picketing,
assembling in groups, demonstrating, sidewalk chalking, erecting symbolic structures, and any other actual or symbolic speech or
conduct intended to communicate an idea.

3.2. Legitimate University Activities
Legitimate University activities include teaching, research, and public service; all of the administrative operations supporting those
activities; and the performance of all University approved educational, commercial, research, professional or other activities by
public or private contractors, tenants, or permittees. An activity scheduled under Section 4. herein is a legitimate University
activity.

3.3. Materially Disrupting Activities
A speech activity materially disrupts other legitimate University activities when a reasonable person is unable to eﬀectively perform
a legitimate University activity because of the speech activity taking place. Examples of when a speech activity may materially
disrupt other legitimate University activities include, but are not limited to:
Conducting the speech activity at a volume that substantially disrupts the normal use of classrooms, oﬃces, laboratories, and
other University facilities or grounds;
Physically preventing persons from entering or leaving a building or premises;

Conducting a speech activity inside a building and not ending it at or before the close of the building's regular hours;
Destroying or materially damaging any property; or
Creating a substantial health or safety hazard.

4. Scheduling
Subject to the exceptions described in Section 4.1 . below, scheduling to use University facilities for speech activities is not
required. Users, however, should be aware that many facilities, both indoor (e.g. classrooms) and outdoor (e.g. Johnson Fields), are
used for regularly scheduled activities that have priority over other uses. In order to reserve the desired space and avoid conﬂicts
with other users, groups or individuals wanting to use a regularly scheduled University facility for a speech activity are encouraged
to schedule it at least twenty-four (24) hours in advance with the University Student Activities Center, or the oﬃce that schedules
the desired venue, as advised by the Student Activities Center. Users who fail to schedule a speech activity that occurs and unduly
interferes with a prior scheduled activity are in violation of this policy.

4.1. Scheduling Required
Because of size, safety, logistics, and other considerations, the following types of speech activities must be scheduled in advance:
Assemblies or large events in a University auditorium or similar facility. Users must schedule such events following the
procedures of the appropriate University oﬃce that oversees the facility.
Planned demonstrations on campus. A planned demonstration is a public manifestation of protest, condemnation, or approval;
taking the form of a mass meeting, procession, picket, or similar activity which is organized and promoted more than a day
before the event. Users must schedule such events with the Student Activities Center at least twenty-four (24) hours in
advance. This does not apply to spontaneous demonstrations for which there is no prior promotion or organization or where
events do not allow at least twenty-four (24) hours notice in advance. In such situations, as much prior notice as possible must
be provided to the Student Activities Center.
Building a symbolic structure on campus, which must be scheduled with the Student Activities Center at least twenty-four
hours in advance.
Scheduling does not operate as a process for prior approval of speech activities based upon content. Speech activities will be
scheduled on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-served basis for the requested location. Events will not be scheduled only if there is a scheduling
conﬂict with an earlier planned event or if the requested event will clearly result in a violation of this policy. The viewpoint to be
expressed through the speech activity is not a factor in scheduling. A decision not to schedule an event may immediately be
appealed to the University President or designee.

5. Enforcement
Any person violating this policy may be subject to:
Institutional disciplinary proceedings under the Student Code of Conduct if a student or the Visitor Code of Conduct if a visitor.
Violations by faculty or staﬀ will be referred to the appropriate department or academic unit;
An order to leave the premises or property owned or controlled by the University by the police or a person in charge of the
property; and/or
Arrest for violation of state law(s).
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